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Global COVID Summit Declaration Representing 17,000 Physicians and Medical Scientists

By Dr. Robert Malone, May 15, 2022

We, the physicians and medical scientists of the world, united through our loyalty to the
Hippocratic Oath, recognize that the disastrous COVID-19 public health policies imposed on
doctors  and  our  patients  are  the  culmination  of  a  corrupt  medical  alliance  of
pharmaceutical, insurance, and healthcare institutions, along with the financial trusts which
control them.

Palestinian Flag Is Raised in Jerusalem as American Journalist Is Laid to Rest

By Steven Sahiounie, May 16, 2022

On Friday, the funeral route began at the French Hospital just outside the New Gate at
noon.  As the pallbearers lifted her coffin onto their shoulders in the process of loading the
coffin into a hearse, the Israeli police set off stun grenades and rushed forward and brutally
beat the pallbearers and other mourners, including women, with metal batons.

The Removal of Imran Khan: Dismantling Pakistan’s Relationships with China and Russia

By Michael Welch and Abdul Jabbar, May 15, 2022

On this week’s Global Research News Hour, Jabbar, this week’s feature guest, takes us
through just how far back the new government in charge has taken the country already,
away from partnership with Russia and China and towards advancing U.S. geopolitical aims.
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Rogues and Spyware: Pegasus Strikes in Spain

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, May 15, 2022

Spain’s Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez, Defence Minister Margarita Robles, Interior Minister
Fernando Grande-Marlaska, and 18 Catalan separatists are the latest high-profile targets to
feature in the Pegasus canon.  Sánchez’s phone was hacked twice in May 2021, with officials
claiming that there was at least one data leak.

Are  These  Chemicals  Part  of  a  Depopulation  Agenda?  “Chemicals  can  Impact  Fertility
Directly or Indirectly”. Environmental Factors

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, May 15, 2022

A great number of chemicals can impact fertility either directly or indirectly, but the most
concerning  class  are  endocrine  disrupting  chemicals  (EDCs)  such  as  phthalates.  EDCs
disrupt hormones, including sex hormones necessary for reproductive function, such as
testosterone.

Weapons and Billions for War

By Manlio Dinucci, May 15, 2022

Well-deserved congratulations: while the U.S. Congress is allocating an additional $40 billion
to arm Kiev’s forces in the war against Russia, adding to the $14 billion already allocated in
March, Draghi has been working to open a similar channel of war funding in Europe through
a “European Union Solidarity Trust Fund for Ukraine” and a “resilience package” worth an
initial €2 billion provided to Kiev by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Can Europe Survive Without Russian Coal and Oil? Here’s What It Means for Skyrocketing
Prices…

By Chris MacIntosh, May 15, 2022

So the EU, already in the middle of the worst energy crisis since the Arab oil crisis and likely
worse, is now pushing to eliminate imports of Russian coal. Just so you understand the
importance of Russian coal to Europe… Some 70% of Europe’s thermal coal comes from
Russia. Coal accounts for about 20% of continental Europe’s electricity production (as of
2019; perhaps it is 25% now).
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Video: Dr. McCullough: Battling the Biopharmaceutical Complex for Our Lives

By Dr. Peter McCullough, John Leake, and Kristina Borjesson, May 15, 2022

A fascinating discussion with Dr. Peter McCullough and crime writer John Leake about their
new book, “The Courage to Face COVID-19: Preventing Hospitalization and Death While
Battling the Biopharmaceutical Complex.”

When Truth is Mixed with Falsehoods: The Subtleties of Anti-Russia Leftist Rhetoric

By Edward Curtin, May 15, 2022

The right-wing and the neocons are obvious in their pernicious agendas; nothing is really
hidden; therefore they can and should be opposed. But many leftists serve two masters and
are far subtler. Ostensibly on the side of regular people and opposed to imperialism and the
predations of the elites at home and abroad, they are often tricksters of beguiling rhetoric
that their followers miss. Rhetoric that indirectly fuels the wars they say they oppose.

Why Funding Ukraine Is Just Dead Wrong

By Revolver, May 15, 2022

If the Biden Administration cared about protecting America’s well-being, then instead of
financing Ukraine’s war effort,  it  would be working for  a negotiated end to the war by the
quickest means possible.
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